PL, is the semisimplicial complex of CAT embeddings of K into N extending f.
The primary motivation for this paper is to prove in Section 5 a codimension 3 fiber preserving equivalence theorem and then to prove the above result in codimension 3, but with the further requirement that K be a PL manifold and dim N > 5. This codimension 3 result then has its subsequent applications to topological embedding spaces (see [8] , [11] , [17] ).
Notation and definitions
In this paper we will be concerned with three categories, namely the category TOP of topological manifolds and continuous maps, the category PL of piecewise linear manifolds and piecewise linear maps, and the category DIFF of Coo manifolds and C OO maps. We denote the boundary of a CAT manifold N by 0M. For the objects of DIFF we allow C manifolds with corners, namely we allow coordinate charts which are diffeomorphic to open subsets of /,] {(Xl,..., x,) e/" x >_ O, xz >_ 0,..., x >_ 0}.
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We let 0 R" denote the origin of R , and we let A denote the standard nsimplex in R.
A CAT manifold pair (M, iV) is a pair of CAT manifolds M and N with N a CAT locally flat submanifold of the CAT manifold M and 0M c N ON.
We refer to Milnor [14] and Kuiper-Lashof [-7] for the theory of CAT microbundles. Let A CAT (n, m)-mierobundle pair is a pair of CAT microbundles (", r/') over a CAT object X such that r/" is a subbundle of ", i.e., E(r/') = E(") in some neighborhood of the zero section, and for each x X, there exists microbundle charts h: U x R" E(rl) is a CAT open embedding of pairs. Here pj and s, j 0, 1, are the projections and zero-sections of (o, r/o) and 1. Relative CAT submersions are CAT bundle pairs In this section we relativize the "CAT submersions are CAT bundles" theorem of Burghelea and Lashof [1] and of Kirby and Siebenmann [4] . (p-i(K), p-(K) c E') is a compact pair, then p: (E, E') (B, B) is a CAT bundle with no dimension restrictions on p-(x).
Our proof of (1. We list some corollaries of these two theorems. Step 2. We wish to alter b so that b is actually the identity near A k x cOB p x (Rn, Rm).
To accomplish this just stretch out the relative sliced collars.
Step If the microbundle .A/" has a preferred CAT structure (respectively microbundle structure) F', then a k-simplex of CAT (, V'; F') (respectively CAT (, V F')) is a germ of a CAT structure (respectively microbundle structure) on the bundle pair A Step 1. S(A) holds for any simplex A by Facts 2, 3, and 4, as any such A can be isotopically shrunk into small neighborhoods of a point in the interior of A.
Step 2. If S(A), S(B), and S(A B) are true for compact A and B, then S(A w B) is true by Facts 1, 5, and 6.
Step 3. S(A) is true for A any finite simplicial complex by Steps 1 and 2 and induction.
Step 4. S(A) is true for any compactum A is a coordinate chart of N, as A is the intersection of finite simplicial complexes.
Step 5. S(A) is true for any compactum A N by Steps 2 and 4 as A is the finite union of compactum in coordinate charts of N. Let BCATn (CAT TOP, PL, or DIFF) denote the classifying space for CAT n-microbundles and ?:Aa" the universal CAT n-microbundle over BCATn. Also, let BCAT."+q denote the classifying space for CAT (n + q, n)-microbundle pairs and r,n/q WCAX, :Ar) the universal CAT (n + q, n)-microbundle pair over BCAT." /q. There are natural maps r,,, q" BCAT."+q BCAT.
which restrict t,n / q WCAX, :AT) to :AT" Also, there are natural maps j,q" BCAT."+q BTOP+q and j.' BCAT. BTOP. [15] it is shown that if q > 3, then induces an isomorphism on the kth homotopy groups for k < n. The result now follows from (3.13) 
